
Castle Douglas High School 

BGE Monitoring and Tracking



To provide information on progress to home in 
the form of tracking reports

To provide data for staff to identify where 
progress is below expectations

To provide opportunities for reflection on 
progress by pupils

To enable all staff and pupils to set realistic yet 
ambitious targets for improvement

Why monitoring & Tracking?



The individual parts that together make up a full picture of each young 

person’s progress are:



Learning Conversations

Class teachers provide regular information to pupils on
their progress and what they need to do to improve.
This can take the form of a conversation in class or
comments on a piece of classwork, homework or
assessment.

It is the pupil’s responsibility to record conversations,
advice and guidance given by class teachers throughout
the year. Following tracking reports being issued overall
reflection will be planned into PSE classes.



Key dates for progress reports

Tracking reports will be issued across the session.  S1 and S2 will 

receive a tracking report a full report and a parent evening.

S3 will receive 2 tracking reports a full report and a parent evening.

The dates of reports and parent evenings are currently under 

constant review because of Covid-19.  Current plans are as below:

Report 1

S1 November Progress + Achievement Update

S2 September Progress + Achievement Update

S3 October Progress + Achievement Update

Report 2

S1 May Full Report

S2 March Full Report

S3 January Full Report + Parent evening in February if possible

Report 3

S1 May Parent Evening if possible

S2 April Parent Evening if possible 

S3 May Progress + Achievement Update



Curriculum for Excellence

The path most young people are expected to follow through Curriculum for Excellence 

levels reflects the stages of maturation of children and young people and the 

changing ways in which they engage with learning as they develop.

Some children and young people will start learning at these levels earlier and others 

later, depending upon individual needs and aptitudes. The framework is designed to 

be flexible in order to permit careful planning for those with additional support needs, 

including those who, for example, have a learning difficulty and those who are 

particularly high attaining.

The diagram below shows the four broad general education curriculum for excellence 

levels:
Curriculum for Excellence Level Achieved by

Early Level Pre-School – Primary 1

First Level Primary 2 – Primary 4

Second Level Primary 5 – Primary 7

Third/Fourth Level Secondary 1 – Secondary 3



Progress + Achievement reports

Each subject provides a level that the young person has achieved and an 

indication on a four-point scale of the progress the young person is making 

towards achieving the next level.  

Progress through each level is shown by four different stages of learning.  

These are:

B - Beginning to learn at the level

S - Showing some progress in learning within the level

G - Demonstrating good progress in learning within this level

V - Demonstrating very good progress in learning at this level.



Attitude in the classroom

The teacher may then go on to indicate on a four-point scale how the young 

person is engaging in the classroom in terms of Effort, Behaviour and 

Homework.

The four point scale used is:

Excellent

Good

Inconsistent

Needs improvement



A Progress + Achievement update report will look similar to the example below:



Tracking and Monitoring Progress

Young people are asked to keep track of their progress using the information 

provided to them during learning conversations with their teacher.  They should fill in 

their monitoring and tracking booklets similar to the example below:

Subject
Level attained

pre term 1

Progress within 

level term 1-2

Progress within 

level term 3

Progress within 

level term 3-4

English 2 s 2 g 2 g 2 v

Maths 2 s 2 s 2 g 2 g

Science 2 g 2 v 2 v 3 b

……. ……. ……. ……. …….



Recording learning conversations and reflecting on progress

In PSE young people are asked to reflect on their progress and to record the 

conversations they have had with their teachers about their strengths and areas for 

improvement.  This will then build up a more complete picture of them as learners.  

An example of this is shown below:

Subject Science

Date 3/10/20 18/12/20

Test/Homework
Physics 

Homework 

1

Chemistry 

Test

Mark 20/30 14/20

Percentage 67% 70%

Tracker Strengths Areas for Improvement

1

I am interested in science and I am 

getting better at knowing scientific 

words and being able to get information 

from graphs and can use equations.

I need to practise different ways to study for tests eg

ask someone at home to ask me questions.  I need to 

be more confident to ask for help in the classroom.

2

I understand about protons, neutrons 

and electrons and can calculate mass 

numbers.

I know factors that affect rates of 

chemical reactions.

I need to revise what isotopes are and why they are 

different.  I need to use my profile at the front of each 

unit and ask for help when I am stuck.

3



A full report will look similar to this example:



Further Information

If you have any concerns about your child then please bring these to the 

attention of your child’s Principal Teacher Support.  You can ask for information 

about your child and their progress in school at any time.  The Principal Teacher 

Support will gather information to answer your concern.


